S. Marcus raised the following problem: Find necessary and sufficient conditions for a set to be the set of points of symmetric continuity of some function f:R -> R. We show that there is no such characterization of topological nature. We prove that given a zero-dimensional set M C R, there exists a function f:R^>R whose set of points of symmetric continuity is topologically equivalent to M . Thus, there is no "upper bound" on the topological complexities of M . We also prove similar theorems about the set of points where a function may be symmetrically differentiable, symmetric, or smooth.
If / is continuous at p, then / is symmetric at p and p is also a point of symmetric continuity of f. If / is differentiable at p, then / is smooth at p and the derivative of / is also the symmetric derivative of / at p . If a function is smooth at a point or symmetric at a point, then we know that the "odd" behavior of the function is nice at that point. On the other hand, if a function has a symmetric derivative at a point or the function is symmetrically continuous at a point, then we know that the "even" behavior of the function is nice at that point. If / is a function, then SM(/), SD(/), S(/), and SC (/) denotes the set of all points where / is smooth, symmetrically differentiable, symmetric, and symmetrically continuous, respectively. The reader may refer to [3] for further historical information on the subject.
If r £ R and A, B C R, then rA = {rx: such that x £ A} and A + B = {x + y: x £ A and y £ B} . By A -B we mean A + (-1)5 .
Marcus submitted the following problem at the Summer Symposium on Real Analysis at Smolenice, Czechoslovakia, August, 1991: Given an arbitrary real function, characterize its points of symmetric continuity. Apparently he had given some thought to this problem in the 50s. In [5] he shows that given an arbitrary Fa set M, there exists a function whose points of symmetric continuity is exactly Afc. In this paper we prove the following theorem: If M is a zero-dimensional subset of R, then there exists a function / which is Lebesgue measurable and has the Baire property such that SC(/) is homeomorphic to M. This theorem tells us that there is not even an "upper bound" on the topological complexities of SC(/) for an arbitrary function /.
When the author presented his argument for this result to the analysis seminar at North Carolina State University, Mike Evans asked him if he could modify his argument to get similar results for the differentiable aspects of symmetric behavior. The author was able to do this. In fact, given a zero-dimensional subset of R, we will construct a Lebesgue measurable function f:R->R with the Baire property such that SM(/) is homeomorphic to M and / is not symmetric on R \ SM(/). The absolute value of this function will have the property that SD(|/|) is homeomorphic to M and |/| is not symmetrically continuous at any point of R \ SD(/). As a consequence we have that there is no "upper bound" on the topological complexities of SM(/), SD(/), S(/), and SC(/) for an arbitrary function /.
However, if we have more information about /, then we can say something additional about S(/) and SC(/). In Theorem 1 we show that if / is Borel, then S(/) and SC(/) have to be coanalytic. And, if / is of Baire class 1, then we have that S(/) and SC(/) are G$aS .
It is easy to show that if G C R is a nontrivial linear space over Q, then SD(Xg) = SC(xg) = G, where Xg denotes the characteristic function of G.
Main results

Theorem 1. Suppose f:R^>R.
Then we have the following.
(1) If f is Lebesgue measurable, then S(f) and SC(f) are Lebesgue measurable. If / is of Baire class one, then A(n, r, I) is F" because the sum of two F" sets is F" . Since /?\SC(/) is the countable union of the countable intersection of Fa sets, R \ SC(jf) is FaSa , which, in turn, implies that SC(/) is Gsas ■ If / is Borel, then we have a different situation. Erdos and Stone in [2] show that there exists a Gg subset of the line and a compact subset of the line whose sum is not a Borel set. Another similar result is that of Rogers [8] , where he constructs a G$ subset of the line whose difference set is not Borel. Hence we cannot say that A(n, r, I) is Borel in general. However, we know that A(n, r, I) is analytic because it can be viewed as a continuous image of a Borel subset of the plane. Further, since the countable union and the countable intersection of analytic sets is analytic, we get that R\SC(f) is analytic, which, in turn, implies that SC(/) is coanalytic. Now we want to show that if / is Borel then S(/) is coanalytic and if / is of Baire class one then S(/) is Gsas ■ For each positive integer m , let Bm be as before. For each positive integer n , and for (r, s), (t, u), I £ Bm , let
First, we claim that That x £ |J~ , n~=i Uyeflm UKeBm U/eBm A(n, J, K, I) => x £ R\S(f) is easy to check.
As previously, if / is of Baire class one, then A(n, J, K, I) is F" . Since R\S(f) is the countable union of the countable intersection of Fa sets, R\S (f) is FaSa , which, in turn, implies that S(/) is G$aS .
Again, as before, if / is Borel then A(n, J, K, I) is analytic. Since R\S(f) is the countable union of the countable intersection of analytic sets, R \ S(f) is analytic, which, in turn, implies that S(/) is coanalytic.
The reader may refer to [1] for some examples of functions which are pathological with respect to symmetric behavior. Proof. Given a zero-dimensional set Af, we will prove that there exists a function / such that SM(/) is homeomorphic to M and / is not symmetric at any point of R \ SM(/) as well. We will construct this function carefully enough so that the function g = \f\ will be such that SD(g) is homeomorphic to Af and g is not symmetrically continuous at any point of R \ SD(g) as well. This will prove all the claims that are made in the theorem. In our proof we use the fact that there is a Cantor set which is linearly independent over Q, the set of rational numbers. The existence of such a Cantor set follows from an old result of von Neumann [7] . Mycielski [6] has shown, among more general results, that every connected, locally compact topological group with a complete metric contains a linearly independent Cantor set. We will not construct such a Cantor set here, but the reader may refer to [4] for a simple construction of a linearly independent Cantor set.
Let us begin our proof of the theorem. Let Af be a zero-dimensional subset of R. Let Cx be a Cantor set, and let EX,E2,E$,... be pairwise disjoint countable dense subsets of R\CX such that C = Cx uEx uEx uE2 u£3• • • is linearly independent over Q, the set of rational numbers. Let G be the group generated by the set of all finite linear combinations of C. That G is of the first category and measure zero follows by an argument similar to that of Lemma 10 in [1] . Let A be a proper subset of Cx such that A is homeomorphic to M, and let B = Cx \ A . Note that A, B and Ex, E2, E5, ... are disjoint and that each of Ex, E2, £3, ... is dense in R .
Throughout the following construction, 0 ,x, C,, y/, % will be used for finite sequences of 0's and l's. If a is a finite sequence of length n> m , then o\m will denote the first m-term truncation of o and cr|0 will denote 0 .
For each a we now define the set La in the following manner: Define L0 = B. Let Lq = [2A -Les] \ L0 and Lx = [2L0 -Ex]\ L0 . We now induct on the length of a . Suppose, for positive integer n > 1, La is defined for all sequences a of length < n. If x is a sequence of length n + 1, let
|CT|<n La), provided that the last term of x is 0; otherwise, let LT = [2LT|" -Ej] \ (\Ja. ,:<n La) where j is the least positive integer which has not been used in the construction of any of the previous L 's. The order in which the LT are defined will not make any difference as long as j is picked in the prescribed manner.
Each La is a subset of G, so each element of La has a unique linear representation in terms of C. In what follows, all linear representations are assumed to be in terms of C and they are assumed to be unique, which implies that no element of C appears twice in a representation.
We now state some lemmas. As the proofs of these lemmas are somewhat technical, they will not be proved until later so as not to obscure the overall picture of the argument. First we will define a function h: R -» R which is smooth at every point of A but not symmetric at any point of the La 's. Then we will modify this function using Lemma 3 to get our final function / which is smooth at every point of A but not symmetric anywhere else. We define h: R -» R inductively. Let h(L0) = 2. Suppose h(La) has been defined for all a such that \o\ < n . If x is a sequence such that \x\~n+l, then define h(Lx) = -h(Lx\n) provided that the last term of x is zero; otherwise, let
h(Lx) -1 +h(LT\") if h(LT\") is positive and h(Lx) = -1 + h(LT\") if h(Lx\n)
is negative. Let h be zero on the complement of \JLa . In particular, note that h is zero on A and Ex, E2, Et, , ... . That h is well defined follows from Lemma 1. Also note that h only takes integer values bigger than 1 or less than -1 on La 's.
We now want to show that h is smooth at every point of A . Let x £ A . If y £ Lg for some a , then, by Lemma 2, there is x such that (1) 2x -y £ Lx, (2) \\o\-\x\\ -I, and (3) either a is an extension of x and the last term of a is zero or x is an extension of a and the last term of x is zero. But, by properties 2 and 3, and by the method in which h was defined, we have that h(y) = -lh(2x-y).
Since h(x) = 0, we have that \h(y) + h(2x-y)-2h(x)\ = 0. If y £ Lg for any a, then h(y) -h(2x -y) = 0 because both y and 2x -y belong to some L£ or neither one of them does. In this case we also have that \h(y) + h(2x -y) -2h(x)\ = 0.
We now want to show that h is not symmetric at each point of the La 's. Let p £ Lg for some a . Let £ be such that |£| = \a\ + 1, and the last term of C is 1. Then Lr = [2La -Ej] \ (U" :\v\<\g\Lv) > where j is a positive integer which has not been used previously in the construction of L 's. Recall that Ej is dense in R, so there exists a sequence {z,,}^ in Ej which converges to p . Because each 2p -zn belongs to Lr, h is zero on Ej, and the way h was defined, we have that
Therefore, h is not symmetric at p. In particular, we have that h is not symmetric at any point of B because L0 = B.
That h is not continuous at any point follows from the fact that h is zero on the dense set Gc and h is 3 on the dense set Lx.
Using arguments similar to the above, the reader can verify that \h\ is symmetrically differentiable at every point of A with symmetric derivative zero and that \h\ is not symmetrically continuous at any point of La . It is also the case that \h\ is not continuous anywhere.
Our {ry"}^, and {V,,}^, be sequences of open sets such that Fn C U" , C\ C Vn , U" n Vn = 0, cl(Vn+x) c Vn , and the distance from Cx to Vnc is less than I/(n + 2). For each positive integer n , let e" be the distance from Cx to Vnc. Since cl(Vn+x) C Vn and the distance from Cx to F"c is less than 1/(n + 2), we have that {e"} is a decreasing sequence between 0 and 1/3. Let {D"}'n*Ll be a sequence of dense subsets of Gc such that D" is c-dense in Un , D" is of the first category and measure zero, D" n F" -0, and if i ^ j, then D, C\Dj = 0 . By Lemma 3, obtain Kn C Dn such that for every x £ F" , there is a sequence {xn} -* x such that, for every n, x" £ K and 2x -xn £ F" u K". Now define / in the following manner. If x £ F" U K" then f(x) = z\ ; otherwise let f(x) -h(x). If p ^ Lg for any a , then f(x) is between 0 and 1/9.
We now claim that / is smooth at every point of A . Let x £ A . Let e > 0, and let n be such that en < s. Let 8 be such that the interval centered at x of length 8 is contained in Vn . Let y be such that \x -y\ < 8 . If y £ La for some o , then as before we have that \f(y) + f(2x -y) -2f(x)\ -0 because / is the same as h on A and L 's. If y $ La for any a, then the worst possible scenario is that y belongs to Fj u A, for some / and 2x -y belongs to Fj U Kj for some j. Here, i and j will be bigger than n because each of y and 2x -y belong to V" . Let us look at
Note that \x -y\ = \2x -y -x\ > min{e,, ej} because x £ A c Cx, y £ F,■ U Kj, and 2x -y £ Fj U Kj. Utilizing this observation in the above inequalities, we have that \f(y) + f(2x-y)-2f(x)\ ^ ej | e) ^Bi + Ej 2 \x-y\ 2e, 2e;-2
We now want to show that / is not symmetric at any point of R\A. First, we consider the case where p £ ((J La). We have not changed h on the La 's. Although we have changed h on the En 's, the values of / on the En 's is bounded away from the values of / on the La 's because / only takes integer values bigger than 1 or less than -1 on the La 's and / only takes values between 0 and 1/9 on the En 's. By an argument similar to the earlier one, it follows that / is not symmetric at p . The next case we consider is that of p £ \]Fj■. Since p e F, for some i, there is a sequence {p"} -> p such that, for each n , p"£ Ki and 2p -p" £ Fj U Kj. Then,
because f(pn) = f(p) = £J and /(2p -p") is bounded away from ej (as 2p-pn $■ f(Uiv,'). Therefore, / is not symmetric at p. We now consider the final case where P £ R\[((jFj)U((jLa)].
Since p £ \JFj, h is not symmetric at p. Therefore, h(p) = 0, and there is a sequence {p"} -> p such that
Since h only takes on integer values bigger than 1 or less than -1 on the La 's, there are infinitely many n 's for which one of 2p -pn or p" belong to some La . Since / is the same as h on the La 's and the rest takes on only the values between 0 and 1/9, we also have that lim sup |/(2/7 -pn) + f(pn) -2f(p)\ > 0.
n-*oo Therefore, / is not symmetric at p .
Going through arguments similar to the above, the reader can verify that SD(|/|) = A and |/| is not symmetrically continuous anywhere else.
That / and \f\ are Lebesgue measurable and have the Baire property follows from the fact that / is zero on the complement of the measure zero and first category set G u [IX=, {F" U Kn)].
We now turn to the proofs of the lemmas.
Proof of Lemma 1. We will prove this lemma by inducting on the length of a and x. If \o\ -\x\ -1, then the lemma is certainly true because one of rj or x is 0 while the other one is 1 and Lo = [2A -L0]\L0
and Lx = [2L0 -EX]\L0 . Now assume that for all sequences of length n , the lemma is Proof of Lemma 2. Let x £ A, y £ La, and \a\ = n. Let \p be such that \p\n = a, \y/\ = n + 1, and the last term of ip is 0. Since Lv = \2A -La] \ (U<j: \n<" Lr), 2x-y has to belong to some Lx. If we have that \a\ ^ |t| , then the lemma follows easily. If |t| < \a\, then let n be a 1-term extension of x whose last term is 0. Then y £ Ln = \2A -Lx] \ (\Ja . |j|<n Lr) because 2x -y £ Lx, and x £ A . Since all the L 's are disjoint, n = o. If \a\ < \x\, then we would take n to be an extension of cr whose last term is zero and get that n = x. The lemma follows in either case.
To complete the proof of the lemma we need to show that |ff|^|T|.Ifrj^T and \o\ = |t| , then by Lemma 1, there is an integer i such that one of y and 2x-y contains an element of Ei while the other one does not. Since A and Et are disjoint and each element of the L 's has a unique representation in terms of C, the element of Ei which appears in the representation of y or 2x -y cannot cancel out with x. Thus, both y and 2x -y contain an element of Et, contradicting Lemma 1. Therefore, we cannot have a ± x and \a\ -\x\. Now what is left to show is that o / x. First, note that a cannot be a zero sequence because if a was a zero sequence then every element of La can be written as Z^Jo^-')'^; + (-1)"^ where n = \a\, at £ A, b £ B, and none of the positive terms cancel out with the negative terms. This implies that y and 2x -y cannot both be in La because the linear representation of one of them has one more element of C than the other one does. So let us assume that ct is a nonzero sequence. Then La has to contain some element of Ei. Proof of Lemma 3. We will construct our set K by transfinite induction. Let {Pa}a<c be a well-ordering of M. Since M is nowhere dense and N is c-dense in U, we have that, for every x £ M, there is y £ N, arbitrarily close to x, such that 2x -y £ M. Using this observation, pick an increasing sequence {A),"}£Li -> p0 such that, for every n, 2p0 -po,n does not belong to M.
Suppose, for each a < ft, {pa,n}£ii has been picked. Let T = {2pr-pa,n '■ £ < /?, a < fi , and n is a positive integer}. Choose {p^./J^lj to be an increasing sequence which converges to pp such that, for every integer n , pPt" £ N\T and 2pp-ppn £ M. It is possible to pick {pp,n}"*Lx in this fashion because the cardinality of the set T is less than c, which implies that N \ T is still c-dense in U.
Let K = {pa,« : a < c and n is a positive integer} . Now we want to show that K satisfies the conclusion of our theorem. Let x £ M. There is 8 such that x = ps . The sequence {ps,n)T=i ""* Ps • By the method in which pon was picked, we have that 2p,5 -p<$, " ^ M. What we now need to show is that 2p<5 -Ps,n i-K • To obtain a contradiction, assume that 2p<s -p0 " £ K. Then 2ps~Ps,n= Py,m for some ordinal y and integer m. Note that y ^ 8 because {Ps,n}™=x is an increasing sequence which converges to p0 . Therefore, y < 8 or 8 < y. If y < 8 then p0ttl $ {2pr -pa," : £ < 8, a < 8, and n is a positive integer } , which implies that Ps>n ¥" 2p0 -py t m , contradicting the fact that 2ps-ps,n =Py,m-If 8 < y, then py,m £ {2pc-pQ," : £ < y, a<y, and n is a positive integer }, which implies that py,m ^ 2p0 -Ps,n ano< leads to a contradiction. Therefore, 2p^ -p0%n £ K, and the proof of the lemma is complete.
